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Abstract
The emergence of coordinated cellular, tissue, and organismal responses rely on complex biological
networks. While the connectivity of the networks is increasingly defined, understanding the dynamics
of the system and the emergence of coordinated responses at multiple spatial and temporal scales is
an unsolved problem in many systems. This is a challenge addressed by all living systems that utilize
highly conserved chemical reaction networks that coordinate single cell behavior into tissues and into
organisms. To study the coordination, we rely on the back and forth between simulation and
experiments. Specifically, we developed and applied integrative simulations reaction-advectiondiffusion partial differential equation models to discern the mechanism of Bone Morphogenetic Protein
(BMP) signaling along the dorsal/ventral (DV) axis in zebrafish embryos, and in the mouse developing
organ or Corti. In each of these systems, gradients of BMP signaling form through the interplay of BMP
ligands interacting with other secreted factors that shape the gradient. We developed methods to
quantify inputs and outputs of BMP signaling activity, developed AI tools to segment every cell in a
developing embryo, and used the data to build and test mathematical models of different biological
hypotheses of gradient formation and differentiation. In zebrafish embryonic development, we found
that a source-sink mechanism is most consistent with formation of the ventral-to-dorsal gradient of BMP
signaling; and in the developing organ of Corti in mouse, we found that the BMP gradient forms an
information-maximizing linear profile sufficient for multiple boundary specification along the developing
organ. These systems highlight how the back and forth between experiment and simulation drives an
integrative understanding of developmental systems.
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